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Computed effects of specular reflection at the ground on the raddation
scattered from a Bayleigh atmosphere are presented. The relative contribution
to the ground albedo by each of several components of the radiation field is
discussed. The characteristics of the neutral points in the degree of polari-
zation that would be observed from the ground looking up or from above the
atmosphere looking down are presented.
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i. INTRODUCTION
When a planet is illuminated from the exterior, as by sunlight, the
characteristics of the scattered radiation that leaves either the top or the
bottom of the planet's atmosphere depend on the reflection properties of the
ground, if the optical thickness of the atmosphere is not too large. One
useful representation of the characteristics of ground reflection is that
part of the reflected light is diffuse and the remaining part is specular. 1
The diffuse reflection characteristics can be specified by the Lambert law,
which states that the reflected radiation is isotroplc and unpolarizedo
The characteristics of the specular reflection can be related to those of
the incident radiation by means of the Fresnel law. The effec_ of Lambert
reflection on radiation scattered from a Rayleigh atmosphere has been in-
vestigated thoroughly. 2'4'7'18 Before discussing the effect of specular
reflection, the models used for the computations will be specified.
The computations for three models will be discussed in this report.
A model includes both an atmosphere and the ground below it. The atmos-
phere is identical for the three models; only the reflection character-
istics of the grounds differ. The atmosphere is a plane-parallel slab of
infinite extent in the horizontal direction. The radiation parameters
vary only in a vertical direction, which is perpendicular to the slab's
surface. A unit volume of the atmosphere scatters radiation according to
the Rayleigh law. As a result of this law, radiation that is scattered
from a small volume of matter at right angles to the incident beam is
1OO per cent plane polarized, re_rdless of the polarization of the inci-
dent beam. The model atmosphere does not absorb radiation° No radiation
is reflected from the ground of one model, which is called the zero _round
albedo model. Then for this model of course, the characteristics of the
scattered radiation that leaves the atmosphere depend only on the atmosphere.
The Second model is called the Fresnel model, since the ground is a smooth
water surface, which reflects radiation incident on it specularly according
to the Fresnel law. If radiation is transmitted through the water surface
into the water, it is lost from the radiation field. The index of refraction
as the total normal optical thickness of the atmosphere (_i) increases from
0.02 to 2.00. Finally, the third model is called the Lsxbert model_ since the
ground of this model reflects radiation according to the Lambert law. The
ground albedos of the Fresnel and Lambert models are identical when the atmos-
pheric optical thickness and solar zenith angle are the same for both models.
The source of lllumlnatlon is parallel, unpolarized radiation that is incident
on top of an atmosphere. The incident radiation is directed from the top to
the bottom of the atmosphere. This incident radiation will be called solar
radiation.
Sekera 19 computed the specific intensity and degree of polarization
of the skylight falling on the ground of +_heFresnel and of the zero ground
albedo models. The degree of polarization and intensity were approximately
the same for the two models. However, the neutral points_ which refer to
the directions in the sky where the light is unpolarized, were considerably
different for the two models, when the atmospheric optical thickness was less
than O. 50.
The Natlozal Aeronautics and Space Administration supported research
to compute parameters that characterize scattered radiation which is directed
outwards from the top of the atmosphere of the Fresnel model (contract No.
NAS5-3891). lO These parameters included the flux, specific intensity, degree
of polarization, and neutral point positions. When parame+_rs for the Fresnel
model were compared with corresponding ones for the Lambert model, it was
found that the Parameters were essentially independent of the ground reflection
when the _w_.__÷_"@_+ -_.__.... was greater than +wn_..............Tf the n_tw_rd _r_dlation did
not come from near the horizon (at large zenith angle)_ the relative differ-
ence between the specific intensities and between the poiarlz,ationsfor the
two models increased to large values as the optical thickn,_ss decreased to
xI = 0.02. The outward fluxes for the two models differe_ by less _Jaan five
per cent. The neutral points for the two models differed significantly when
the optical thickness was less than O. 5. Coulson 4 had found previously that
the neutral points for the Lambert model always occur in the sun's vertical
plane. (The sun's vertical plane is perpendicular to the horizontal surfaces
of a model, contains the zenith direction, and also passes thre,'_ghthe sun.)
2_
However, the neutral points for the Fresnel model disappear from the sun's
vertical plane for a certain range of solar zenith angle and of optical
i0
thickness.
The neutral point characteristics merited additional investigations
that were not done on the previous contract, since neutral points are sensi-
tive to the scattering properties of a planetary atmosphere and to the nature
of the ground reflection. 4'9'I0'II'13'14'15'18'19'20 Furthermore, the neutral
point positions could be measured accurately from a satellite. Hence, NASA
supported the research reported here, where the principal effort was given
to finding the neutral point characteristics for the Fresnel model.
The equations for the Stokes parameters of the diffuse radiation field
were obtained by the methods of Chandrasekhar. The derivation of these
equations are given in reference i0. The computational methods and their
accuracy are also given in that reference. Although the ground albedo for
the Fresnel model was discussed in reference i0, new computed albedo data
will be given here. In addition to the neutral point characteristics at
the top of the atmosphere, new neutral point data for the base of the atmos-
phere are presented also.
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2. GROUND ALBEDO
2.1 GENERAL
MullmmsA 12 has published extensive computations of the albedo of sea
surfaces. He took into account the roughness of the sea and polarization
effects. _ calculated the albedos of the direct sunlight, the sky-
light, and of both combined, but he did not give the relative contribution
of each of these components to the total albedo. This information will be
given for a smooth sea surface in this report. Mullamma did not discuss
the effect of polarization on the albedo of the skylight, and that will be
done here. Since Mullams_ did not relate the albedo of skylight for rough
and for smooth surfaces, this too will be done.
2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF COMPONENTS TO ALBEDO
The ground albedo, as used here, is defined as the ratio of the
upward flux of radiation that is reflected from the surface of the water
(or ground)to the down_1_dflux that is incident on the surface. The upward
flux does not include the upward radiation that comes from below the surface
of the water, or the underwater light. The albedo defined here is sometimes
referred to as "surface loss". The total albedo (ko) can be considered as
the sum of the albedos of components of the radiation field, if each com-
ponent albedo (koI) is weighted according to its relative contribution _i
to the total downward flux of radiation (AFF):lO
(i)
The flux and albedo of each component depend on the total normal optical
thickness of the atmosphere (Xl) , and on the sun's zenith angle eo, where
--1
e° = cos _o" The superscript F indicates that the total flux (A_) is
A_F
calculated for the Fresnel model. The flux 5 is also _he _io_l iBdlation
for the Fresne! model.
=4=
The radiation field is usefully separated into the direct sunlight,
which is attenuated by scattering as it passes through the atmosphere, and
the diffuse radiation, which is radiation that is scattered out of the
direct sunlight. Fluxes and the albedo that apply to the direct sunlight
will be given the subscript or superscript one. The diffuse radiation can
be separated into two more components. The most important component for the
Fresnel model is the one which reaches the ground without having been re-
flected fr_ the ground previously. This component will be called the
unreflected skylight, since it is not reflected from the water until it
reaches the water surface for the first time. The fluxes and albedo of
the unreflected skylight are designated by the subscript and superscript
two; for elample, iF2 denotes the upward flux of unreflected skylight
that is reflected from the _ter surface only once. The second component
of diffuse radiation has been reflected from the ground or water surface
at least once, and then is scattered back down to the ground by the atmos-
phere. This component will be called the reflected skylight. The fluxes
and albedo of the reflected skylight will be designated by the subscript
and superscript three. The reflected skylight will be shown to make a
small contribution to the total albedo. The unmodified word skylight
refers to the diffuse radiation that includes both the unreflected and
reflected components. The term skylight is synonymous with diffuse
radiation. The albedo and relative flux of each component of Eq. (i) will
be discussed.
The albedo of the direct sunlight at a smooth water surface is
computed according to the Fresnel law. This albedo is given as a function
of the angle of incidence, which is equivalent to the solar zenith angle
(_, in Fig. i. The total specific intensity (I) of the incident radiation,
which is unpolarized is assumed to be one unit for Fig. i. The intensities
of the reflected radiation are given for the parallel component, perpen-
dicular component, and sum of the two by Ig,_, Ig, r, and Ig, respectively.
The numerical value of I equals the albedo of the sunlight. Twice the
g
_ g,_ g,r
totally plane polarized either parallel or perpendicular, respectively, to
the sun's vertical plane.
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The ratio of the flux of direct sunlight (SFI) to the total flux
(_) is shown in Fig. 2. This ratio is shown for each of the optical
thicknesses for which the computations were made and for approximately
five _lues of _o = cos 8o, whose limits are 0.05 _ _o _ i. The data
indicate that the direct solar flux makes the largest contribution to
the total down_rd flux at the ground, if _i sec 8° is less than approxi-
mately one. Then of course the diffuse flux exceeds the flux of direct
sunlight if T1 sec e° > 1. Another interesting result is that the com-
puted _lues have a small scatter about a line, which is located in Fig. 2
by eye.
One can show that the ratio _I/_F F depends only on T1 sec %, when
Tl sec 00 is small. To do this, consider the simpler Lambert model instead
of the Fresnel model. The downward fluxes of global radiation at the
bottom of the model atmospheres are the same within a few per cent for the
two models. The ratio of the direct to the total flux is "7.
2 <i - _oS(_l) ) e-_i/_o
: (z)
["_(_i' "0 ) + %rr(_l' "o ) ]
The new functions introduced in this equation are defined in reference 7-
Deirmen_jlan and Sekera 7 show that for primary scattering the following
relation holds :
1
(l - Xo )
V& + V r ._ _i
2 = e i/_o + 2_-_
(3)
If Eq. (3) is substituted into Eq. (2), then
_i(_i, _0 ) 1
@
,r.. • T_l-
"F-(_I, _o) i + _ e x"o
o
if _i/_o << i .
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Hence, the ratio of the direct solar to the total flux depends only on the
parameter Xl sec eo, when it is small. Of course, if Xl sec e° is small
enough, the functional dependence is linear.
The empirical fact that the ratio _l/ IFF depends essentially on
the one parameter Xl sec 0o, even when it is large, instead of two parameters
Xl and sec eo, is curious. The characteristics of the difi_se light falling
on the ground depend on Xl and sec e° separately. The diffuse intensity is
relatively weak towards the zenith and relatively strong near the horizons
at small optical thickness; the reverse is true at large optical thickness. 5'I0
The polarization of the diffuse light depends strongly on e° and also on
Xl_.8_ Nevertheless, the fluxes of diffuse radiation times sec e° that leave
the top or bottom of either the Fresnel or Lambert models depends essentially
on x sec 0_, but not exactly° Where more than one _lue of the ratio
4_i is plotted for one _lue of _l sec Bo, on Fig. 2, the smallest _lue
of the ratio occurs at the smallest Xl"
The reflected skylight makes a negligible contribution to the total
albedo of the Fresnel model. The albedo of this component (k3o) is less than
0.16 for the optical thickness within the limits 0.02 _ Xl _ 2.00. Also
the relative contribution to the total downward flux is small. Figure 3
shows that the fraction of total downward flux (iF F) that is contributed
the reflected component (_3) is less than 0°04, if the sun is at theby
zenith, and increases, but remains less than O.lO, when the solar zenith
angle increases to e° = 84°. The contribution of the reflected skylight
depends essentially on two i_ctors : l, the albedo of the direct sunlight
and unreflected skylight and 2, the fraction of this reflected radiation
that is scattered back to the ground by the atmosphere, which depends on
the reflectivlty of the atmosphere. If the solar zenith angle e° < 65 °,
less than 10 per cent of the incident flux is reflected by the water
(Fig. 9). The albedo exceeds lO per cent, if both 0° > 65 ° and Xl < 0.6.
However, under these conditions the reflectlvity of the atmosphere is
small, as will be demonstrated with Figs° 4 and 5.
The reflectlvity of the atmosphere for illumination at the base
_9 _
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atmosphere to the flux of thls radiation that is scattered back downto
the ground by the atmosphere:
;F3(Xl; go) _ EtFI(_I; _o) + _F2(_I; _o) + tF3(_l; go)_ The reflection of
both direct sunlight and skylight are accounted for. The reflectivity of
the atmosphere for the Fresnel and the L_mbert models are given as a function
of optical thickness and for e° = 60 ° in Fig. 4. The atmospheric reflectivity
of the Lambert model increases as _l increases, since the nature of the
illumination into the base of the atmosphere remains constant; that is the
upward illumination is unpolarized and isotropic. The atmospheric reflec-
tlvity for both the Lambert and Fresnel models approaches one as _l " _ "
The atmospheric reflectivity for the Fresnel model exceeds that of the Lambert
model when e = 60 °, because relatively more radiation enters the bottom of
o
the atmosphere of the Fresnel model at large zenith angle than at small zen_ h
angle. This fact will be demonstrated later on Fig. 7. The longer the optical
path of radiation through the atmosphere, the greater the probability that it
will be scattered back to the water. The reflectivities for the Fresnel and
the Lambert models are shown as a function of solar zenIBh angle for _l = 0.15
in Fig. 5. The Lambert reflectivlty is independent of solar zenith angle.
The atmospheric reflectivity for the Fresnel model increases as e° increases,
since the intensity of radiation leaving the water at large solar zenith
angle increases. Other computed data not given here show that the reflec-
tivity of the atmosphere of the Fresnel model always exceeds that for the
Lambert model when the optical thickness lies in the range 0.05 _ _l _ 2.00,
except when the sun is near the zenith at _l = 0.05 (eo < 18°).
In order to show the contribution of zones of the sky to the aAoeao
of skylight, the cumulative downward and upwmrd fluxes of skylight at the
surface of the water are shown as a function of _ = cos e in Figs. 6 and 7.
All the total cumulative fluxes are normalized to one. Figure 6 shows the
cumulative fluxes for small and for large e° at _l = 0.15. The cumulative
downward flux for large zenith angle exceeds that for small So, except
where _ = 0.0 and 1.O. Consequently, the ratio of the total intensity of
skylight from near the horizons to that from the zenith is greater at the
larger solar zenith angle (eo). It does not necessarily follow that the
_,,_,,1_+_ ,,_ _l_v _11 al_n h_ g_at_r at the lar_er A . because the
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reflectance of the diffuse radiation depends on its polarization. However,
in the case of _l = 0.15, the cumulative upward flux is greater at the
larger eo. Curves of upward cumulative flux for both small and large e°
show that at least one-half of the upward flux occurs for _ < 0.26, or
e > 75°. It should be remembered that if a spherical model were used
instead of a plane-parallel model, the intensity c_ the skylight from near
the horizons would be different. The large contribution to the upward
flux of diffuse radiation by reflected skylight leaving the water at large
zenith angles has an important bearing on the computation of the albedo
of rough sea surfaces. It is difficult to compute the reflectance of
light incident at a large angle on a rough sea_ because of multiple
reflections on the water surface and because part of the surface is
shaded by other elements. A small error in the reflection coefficient for
radiation incident at large angles could cause a large error in the albedo.
The cumulative fluxes of diffuse radiation are shown for small and
large optical thickness when e° = 60 °. The larger value of the cumulative
downward flux at the smaller optical thickness occurs because the sky is
brighter than the zenith at Xl = 0.02, and the opposite is true at Xl = 2.0.
Eighty per cent of the upward flux for Xl = 0.02 but only one-half of that
for Xl = 2.0 occurs for zenith angles greater than 70 °.
The relative contribution to the ground albedo by each of three
components of the radiation field is shown in Fig. 8. _ne _alue of the
quantity (_i _l) _ (_o), which appears in Eq. (1), is given. The total
albedo _o(Xl) _ries between 0.06 and 0.08, as shown. The relative con-
tribution of the reflected skylight, is less than 0.06. Hence, the albedo
is determined essentially by the direct sunlight and by the unreflected
skylight. The curves for these two components cross at Xl = 0.47; the
direct sunlight dominates the total albedo at smaller optical thickness,
and the skylight dominates at larger optical thickness.
The total albedo at the ground for the Fresnel model is shown in
Fig. 9. The total albedo is less than O.lO if the solar zenith angle
e0 < 65 ° and also if Xl > 0.6. The total albedo becomes large at small
_+_oI +_o_ o_ Io_ _ _ _b_ t.n_+_i _n_ _b__do_ for the Lambert
_ o v 0 _,_ ........
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model are assigned the same values that appear on Fig. 9.
2.3 POLARIZATION
The effect of polarization on the albedo of the skylight at the water
surface will be discussed for the Fresnel model in this section. Either
the incident or reflected diffuse flux of radiation at the water surface is
computed from the total specific intensity (I) by the following equation:
(5)
where the double arrows indicate that both upward and downward radiation
are represented. Since the intensity can be expressed as a harmonic series
in the azimuth difference of _o " _ the 7ux depends only on the azimuth-
independent intensity t;I(°) (Xl; _; _o )"
t_(_l;_o) = 2_ _o t_I(°)(_1;_ _°)_ _ (6)
The azimuth-independent intensity can be separated into two components
parallel and perpendicular to a local vertical plane:
I(°) = I(°) + l(°)r (7)
When Eq. (7) is substituted into Eq. (6), the latter can be expressed as
'_(Xl; _o ) ='_&CXl; _o ) +'_r(_l; _o ) (8)
whe re
t_i'r(_l'_°) = 2_ _o t$11°)r (_i; _' _o ) _ d_ (9)
The upward intensities are related to the downward intensities by
IO
means of the following equations:
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ti(°) _z(°)
r (_z;_) = _(_) _ (_z;_) (z0)
'I(_°)(_l;")= q2(,)_ (,)_i(o)¢_i_.). (n)
where the reflection coefficients R and q_ are defined for the Fresnel
model in reference lO. If Eq. (lO) and (11) are substituted into Eq. (9),
the equations for the upward components of diffuse flux are :
'F&(_I; #o ) = 2x _o q2(_) R(_)$I(_O)(_i; _, _o ) _ _ (12)
'Fr(_l; _0) = 2_ _O R(_)_I_ O) (_i; #' _O )# _ (z3)
The Albedo of the diffuse radlmtion, or skylight, is defined as the
ratio of the reflected to the incident down_rd flux of diffuse radiation.
This albedo can be expressed in terms of the l- and r-components by using
_.q. (8) :
tF_,(_Z; _o ) + tFr(_Z; _o ) (z_)kd
o (_z_ "o ) = _(_z; "o )
where the superscript d indicates the albedo of diffuse radlation. Equation
(14) can be expressed in the followlmg form:
_°d(_z;"°1 : _F(_z;"o1 x° (_z_"°1 + ¥(_z; "o) _r(_l;"°)
whe re
k&, r _F
o : &,r / _&,r
- 20-
rthat is, k° and k° represent the albedos of the i- and r-components,
respectively, of the total diffuse flux. According to Eq. (15), the
albedo of diffuse radiation, or of skylight, equals the s=n of the albedos
of the i- and r-components, when they are weighted by their relative
contribution to the total dDwn_rd flux of diffuse radiation.
An expression will be derived for the albedo of the skylight, when
the polarization of the skylight incident on a smooth _.Lter surface is
neglected. Let such an albedo be defined by the equation
d,n
kO (Xl; _O ) = SFn(Tl; _o ) / 'Fn(Xl; _o ) (17)
where the superscript and subscript n indicate that the polarization of the
skylight incident on the _ter is neglected. The equation for the up_rd
flux of reflected light is
C + q2(_) ] ['I_°)(_i; #' _°) + (18)tFn(Xl; _o) = 2_ R(_) _ 2
;I(°)(Tl;r _' _o ) ] #d#
If Eqs. (12) and (13) are substituted into Eq. (18), then the expression
for SF becomes
n (19)
where
tFn(Xl; "°) = 'F(Xl; "°) + _ _o R(,) [i - q2(,)] ,Q(O)(Xl; ,, "° ) .d_
>
_Q(O) = $i(o)- $1(rO) _ 0
(20)
Equation (19) states that if the polarization of the incident skylight is
the flux of reflected light (tFn) equals the flux of reflectedneglected,
skylight for the Fresnel model (SF) plus the integral that appears on the
rlgbt-h_nd side of Eq. (19). T--heterm in brackets in %he in_egrand is
2
greater than or equal to zero; 1 - q m O. If the skylight is neutral,
- 21-
Q(O)= O, and tF = tF . Otherwise, SF can be greater or less than the
n n
flux of reflected diffuse light for the Fresnel model (iF) because of
Eq. (_).
The downward flux of diffuse light at the water surface may be
related to components of the radiation field by the following equation:
_n(Xl; _o ) = IF2(Xl; _o ) + IF3,1(_l; _o )
IFn3,2(_1;_o)
i_,3(_i;_o)
+ (_)
+
The components of the diffuse radiation field that were introduced in
(1) are subdivided again in Eq. (21). IF2 is the fluxEq. of unre flected
i. lF _n l_
skylight. The sum of _ _ = 3,1 + 3,2 + 3,3 is the flux of
radiation that has been reflected from the water at least once, and then is
scattered back down to the water by the atmosphere above it. IF3,I and
_3,2 refer to the direct and that has beensunlight skylight previously
reflected from the water Just once. AFt_ refers to the component that has
3,3
been reflected from the water more than once.
The flux IFn was not computed; but it approximately equals the flux
of skylight for the Fresnel model (IF). The relation between the Fresnel
flux and its components is
9(_1;_o) = _2(_i;_o) + IF3,1(_l;_o) (22)
iF
+ 3,2(_i; _o )
+ IF3,3(_i; _o )
where _F3,2 and IF and _ncorrespond to IF_-
3_ 3 3' respectively, but have3,3 l_ .._._ "l,.,;,n .,. l,,;,n .,,:_.=, o,.,,'l'l
dlffe_nt ;_lues, in ger_-al. "3,Z ' "3,3 .... 3,2 " "3,3 ......
contributions to Eqs. (?.l) and (22), respectively, since the albedo of the
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diffuse light is less than 20% for T1 > 0.02, and part of that reflected
radiation is lost from the top of the atmosphere. Hence, _ will be re-
n
placed by _ in Eq. (17) to obtain the following approximate expression for
the albedo of skylight when its polarization is neglected:
d,n
Xo ) -"tFn(T1; ) (23)
The reflection coefficients times cos e, or the weighting factors for
the incident intensities that appear in the Integrande of Eqs. (12), (13),
and (18) are given in Fig. 10. The weighting factor for the r-component is
largest and least for the 1-component. The neutral weighting factor equals
the average of the other two. The incident intensity at large zenith angle
(0 _'_80 °) is weighted most heavily.
The l- and r-components of the azimuth independent intensity of
skylight falling on the ground are given in Figs. 11 and 12. The skylight
includes both the unreflected and multiply reflected components. However, the
multiply reflected component makes a relatively small contribution. When the
sun is at the zenith (Fig. ll), the 1-component decreases from the zenith to
the horizon, whereas the r-component increases strongly° One expects such a
distribution of intensities from considerations of primary scattering. When
the sun is near the horizon (Fig. 12), on the other hand, the 1-component
increases from the zenith to the horizon, and the r-component does not
increase as much.
The a!bedos of We different components of difD_se radiation are given
in Fig. 13. The albedo is smallest for the 1-component and largest for the
r-component. The total albedo when polarization is taken into account (_oa)
lles closer to the r-albedo at small solar zenith angle and closer to the
1-albedo at large eo, because the relative downward flux is greatest (least)
for the r-component at small (large) eo, as can be deduced from Figs. ll and
d,n
12. The albedo _o is computed from Eq. (23) when the polarization of the
d Ad, n is 22 per cent too
skylight is neglected. If _od'n is compared with Io, o
o
small when 8o = 0 and about 13 per cent too large when e° = 85 °. The reason
that kd, n < _d when G is small is that Q(O) < 0 (Fi_ ]1_- _na a_ A conse-
v O O
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quence, tF < tF (Eq. 19). On the other hand, Idsn > ;Ld when e is large,
n o. 0 0
The albedos _d and _,n are shown as a function of optical thickness
O o
in Fig. 14. The absolute difference in the two albedos is less than 0.005
when %° = 60°. The difference increases to as much as 0.03 when the sun is
at the zenith. However, the larger difference has a small effect on the
total albedo of both the diffuse skylight and direct sunlight (Ao).
In order to see what effect neglect of the polarization of skylight
has on the total albedo of both direct and diffuse light, separate Eq. (i)
for the total albedo into two terms :
_i _F d
Xo= --_ Xlo +'i7 Xo (_)
here the first term on the right-hand side of this equation applies to the
direct sunlight and the second term applies to the diffuse light. Define an
albedo A° that is computed by neglecting the polarization of the skylight,
which can be done by substituting the approximate albedo of Eq. (23) into
Eq. (2_):
_i i d,n _F
Ao:7 + V
Let the two albedos kd and-d,n be related as follows:
o ko
)._ = ),0d_n + (26)
An expression for the relative difference in the albedo is obtained by
substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (2_), subtracting Eq. (_5), and dividing by
:
O
1o - Ao g _F
= (27)
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Equation (27) was used to compute the relative differences in the albedo that
appear in Table I. The relative difference is largest at optical thicknesses
of _i = O. 50 and 1.00, where the relative difference is less th_n 15 per cent.
TABLE I
Relative difference in total albedos when polarization of skylight
is taken into account and when it is neglected; Eq. (2_.
0.02
Xo - Ao
eo Xo
7_. 5° - o.o12
6o.0 - o.ooi
z5.8 o.o12
0.05 84.3 - o.o11
60.0 - o.oo3
8.1 o.o_
0.25 81.4 - o.o_
6o.o - o.o18
0.0 0.099
o.50 6o.o o.o36
8.1 o.122
i.oo 84.3 = 0.l'h/_
6o.0 - 0.053
o.o o.129
2.00 84.3 - 0.037
60.0 - 0.036
0.0 O.09Z
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The total albedo A is less t_an 0.1 where the relative difference exceeds
0
i0 per cent (see Fig. 9). When the data in Table I and Fig. 9 are combined,
the absolute error in the computed albedo that neglects the polarization of
the skylight is less than O.O1 (_/ _ (O.O1)'
2.4 COMPARISONS WITH OTHER I_TA
Mullamaa 12 did not compute the albedo of skylight for the Fresnel
model, which has a smooth _ter surface. In order to relate Mullamsa's
computations of albedo of skylight at a rough-sea surface and those for the
Fresnel model, let the skylight 1_e separated into two components : the
unreflected (?F2) and reflected (iF3) skylight. The albedo of skylight
has been introduced by Eq. (14), which can be rewritten in terms of the two
components that are indicated by Eqs. (21) and (22):
o = ÷ o
Mullamaa neglected the reflected skylight; that is _3 = O. As a result,
2
Ao is the FaLl/aroma albedo data for rough sea surfaces in Fig. 15. The
d
albedo Ao is used for a smooth sea surface in Fig. 15. The relative difference
d _2 for a smooth sea surface are shown to
between the two albedo data _o and o
be less than a few per cent in Table II.
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TABLE II
Albedo of unreflected skylight (ko2) and of skylight (k_c_)vfor
Fresnel model.
0.05
O.lO
0.15
0.00
o.1_8 o.148
O.lZ7 o.127
25.8 °
3 d
)`o )`o
0.146 0.146
o.i_ o.124
0.143 o.143
0.120 0.120
e
O
60.0 O
O.141 0.141
0.17-6 0.127
0.]16 0.117
75.5°
0.139 0.140
0.17.3 0.125
o.IA3 o._4
84.3 °
)2 d
o Ao
o.137 o.139
0.108 O.ll0
The albedos of skylight at smooth and at rough sea surfaces is shown in
Fig. 15. The two sets of data will be compared for _i = 0.i0. The albedo of
the smooth sea surface _s not computed for 8° < 60° at _i = 0.iO. Hence, curves
one and three for _i = 0.05 and 0.15, respectively, are given since these curves
bracket the one for _i = 0'i0. Cur_ 4 shows the a/beds when the wind speed
-i
near the surface is 2 ms . In this case the standard deviation of the slopes
of the %1_ter surface is 5°. A comparison of curves 2 and 4 shows that a slight
roughening of the surface makes a significant difference in the albedo of the
skylight. The albedo of the smooth surface is 0.0_ higher when 8o = 0°' and
the albedss of the rough and smooth surfaces are comparable when e° = 70° - 80 O.
ms-I -iIf the wind speed increases from v = 2 to v = 5 ms , then the albedo
-i
decreases about 0.02 for all 8 • An increase of wind speed to v = lO ms
o
causes only a slight additional change in the albedo.
The total albedo of both skylight and direct sunlight will be compared
for wind-roughened and smooth seas. Mullamaa 12 computed an effective albedo
AQ, which included the up_rd flux of underwater light through the sea surface.
If the same correction for the underwater light is made for the Fresnel model,
.e
the effective aibedo A° can be expre_ ........._a _A_o _ +_ +_+°1____........°l_an_o by.
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the expression
Ro + 0.024
= (28)
l.o24
The relative difference _ between the albedos for rough and smooth seas is
=
AQ
Equation (29) was used to compute the relative differences that are given in
Table III. The absolute _lue of the difference is less than 0.25 if either
6 o _ 66.4 ° or if Xl = O. 50. When the relative difference is less t_n 0.25,
the effective albedo is less than about i0 per cent. In this case the absolute
error in the effective albedo is less than 0.025. Since the slbedo of a
smooth surface is much easier to compute th_n the albe_o of a rou6h sea
surface, it would be advantageous to assume a smooth surface for same studies.
TABLE III
Relative difference between effective albedo of wind-roughened
and smooth seas. The tabulated values are computed from E$. (29).
AQ is taken from ref. 12, Table A10; wind speed v = l0 ms -_.
Sun's zenith angle in degrees
'r I 0.0 23.1 36.9 53-i 66.4 78.5 84.3
0.02 0.00 -0.02 o.14 0.09 -0.19 -0.56 -0.72
0.05 =0.02 -0,04 0.o2 0.06 -0.20 -0.54 -0.38
O.lO -0.06 -0.o6 0.07 0.o4 -0.23 -0.50 -o.55
O.25 -0.14 -0.14 O.O2 -O.Ol -0.21 -0.39 -0.32
O. 50 -0.19 -0.18 -0.05 -0.04 -0.15 -0.22 -0.06
Neumann and Hollman 16 have computed the effective albedo from measured
upward and downward fluxes at the sea surface and related it to the measured
ratio of diffuse to total downward flux of radiation at the sea surface. Their
measurements _ere not, restricted to times when no clouds were visible in the
sky. Also, the measured upward flux that they used to compute the albedo
included both the radiation reflected from the _azTace and the unde__w_ter light.
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The straight lines that they fitted to effective albedos that were computed
from measured fluxes are reproduced as dashed lines in Fig. 16. The con-
tinuous lines give the computed albedo data for the Fresnel model, where the
underwater light _s excluded. When the solar zenith angle is small (e° "- 24o),
the measured and computed data indicate that the underwater component is weak.
However, the data indicate that the underwater component becomes large at
large solar zenith angles. The data on Fig. 16 can be used to c_ute the
upward flux of underwater light through the sea surface.
The fraction of the downward flux of radiation that is transmitted
through the water surface and then is reflected back up through the surface
from the depths of the sea is given by the following expression:
'u
!
: (I- ) (30)
where tU is the upward flux of the radiation from below the water sur_ce and
passes through the surface, Ao is the total albedo, or surface loss, and
_Fm is the measured downward flux of radiation at the top of the se_ surface.
All these quantities depend on the sun's zenith angle, radiation wavelength,
state of the sky, roughness of the sea, and n_ture of the sea water. The
measured albedo data on Fig. 16, which is contained in reference 16, will be
!
used for computing _. However, reference 16 does not give the values of 1°
and _m that appear in Eq. (30). Hence, these quantities will be approximated.
The measured downward flux of radiation at the water surface will be
the computed value for the Fresnel model ---.($FF(_I;_o)-.). Theapproximated by
measured flux can be expressed as the sum of components, as was done in Eq. (1):
where the successive quantities on the right-hand side of the equation
represent fluxes of direct sunlight, unreflected skylight, reflected skylight,
and the fraction (5) of the underwater light that is scattered back to the
by the atmosphere. Only the flux of direct sunlight (%F l) depends justwater
on 8o and _I"
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Am
The flux of unreflected skylight (_) depends on the aerosol content of
the atmosphere and on eo. Aerosol p_rticles have an appreciable effect on
the downward flux of skylight at the ground. 8 The data in reference 8
indicate the relative difference in the flux of unreflected skylight at the
ground for turbid and Rayleigh atmospheres of the same moderate optical
thickness -my be as much as 0.2; that is [_ - _2 [ * _ <0"2" An
estimate of the importance of the downward flux of reflected sEyl_ght
is given by the ratio _3 to the total flux downward.,_ flux (_) for the
Fresnel model. The data on Fig. 3 show that _F3/_ g 0.i. Therefore, the
flux of reflected skylight (_) ,/_t is associated with the measured fluxes
would also make about the same_contribution to the total downward flux (_m)
in Eq. (31). Measured values of the flux of underwater light (_U) are about
0.05 of the total downward flux (;Fro)6'17 ; also, the reflection coefficient
of the atmosphere for the underwater light is not more than one (0 g _ g i).
Hence, the total relative difference between the downward fluxes for the
earth's atmosphere and for a Rayleigh atmosphere is given by the following
express ion:
< o.2% + o.l'F m + o.o5'_
+ (xtU
I - 'FI 'F<o.2 -- + o.15 (32)
The rough error estimates that have Just been made have been substituted into
this expression. Accordingly, the relative error varies from 0.15 if the flux
of diffuse light is zero (SF = O) to 0.35 if no direct sunlight reaches the
water surfaces, or _ = _m. The measured downward flux at the water surface
will be equated to the value that is computed for the Fresnel model plus a
correction _i' which will be neglected:
_Fm('r.: u _ = _F(._.; _ ) + _._ " _ (33)
" -L 0" .L o _.
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The measured upward flux of radiation at the water surface is equal
to the sum of the surface loss k' AFm and the flux of underwater light:
O
'_(_l;_o) = Xo'Fm(_I;_o) + 'u (34)
The albedo k' depends on the sea's roughness; but as has previously been
O
stated in the discussion of _ 's computations, the albedo of a sea
surface is insensitive to the roughness, if 8° < 60 ° , v < 15 ms -1 , and
_i _ O. 50. Hence, the true albedo X'o will be equated to the albedo of the
Fresnel model _o plus a correction E2, which will be neglected:
_o = _o + _2 = _o (3_)
If Eq. (35) is substituted in Eq. (34), an approximate expression for the
total upward flux at the water surface is
tFm(_l; i_o) = _o(_i; I_o) _i_(_i; I_o) + 'U (36)
The effective albedo, which is computed from measured fluxes,, is
defined as
_"= '_ (37)
o
If Eqs. (33) and (36) are substituted in Eqo (37), the expression for the
measured_ al_bedo becomes
ko _ + 'U (38)m
_o('_:i.; _o ) -
This equation yields the following expression for the flux of underwater
light:
'uo(x xo) (39)
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When Eqs. (33), (35) and (39) are substituted in Eq. (30), an approximate
expression for the ratio of the upward to downward fluxes that pass through
the water surface is
m
_o " Xo
13 =
1 - )'o
This relation was used to compute the values of _ that appear in Table IV.
Table IV contains values of _ that are computed from albedo measurements
of Neumann and Hollman at Long Island Sound. 16 Their measured values of the
albedo (kin) have already been presented in Fig. 16. The values of
_o
depend on the optical thickness of the Fresnel model. The optical thickness
TABLE IV
The ratio B of Eq. (40).
e
o
ratio of diffuse to total downward flux
o.z 0.7 l.O
22.6° (o.oo3) (o.oo2) o.oo6
44.9 O.OlZ 0.003 0.006
55.8 0.oo9 o.oo4 o.o06
66.9 0.0.56 0.014 0.006
73.4 o.o63 o.o23 o .oo6
of the Fresnel model was determined for a particular pair of the solar zenith
angle 80 and of the ratio of diffuse to total flux from Fig. Z. Two-tenths is
the smallest ratio of diffUse to total flux for which B was computed in
m
Table IV, since this ratio is the smallest value for which the albedo Xo was
measured at large solar zenith angle. The values of _ in parenthesis were
computed using Mul/amaa's 12 values of albedo for a wind-roughened sea surface
(wind speed v = i0 ms-l). The corresponding values of albedo (_o) for the
..... _ -A_^_ _ .... +_ --,,,+:,-,. ,_ ml i_htlv hi_her and result in ne_stive
values of IB. If Mullamsa's albedo data (Xo) for wind-roughened surface
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(v = iO ms -I) are used to determine B when the ratio of diffuse to total
flux is O. 2, the resulting _lues of _ are higher than those that are not
in parenthesis. For example, if e° = 73.4 °, Ao = 0.16 for the rough sea
surface; and as a consequence, _ = 0.08. The tabulated data indicate
that _ increases with increasing solar zenith angle, when the ratio of
diffuse to total flux equals 0.2 and 0.7. Also, when the ratio of diffuse
to total flux is either 0.2 or 0.7, _ is smallest at a given e° when the
ratio of diffuse to total flux is largest. When no direct sunlight reaches
the water, _ = 0.006.
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3. NEUTRAL POINTS
BASE OF ATMOSPHERE
General
The diffuse radiation falling on the ground or leaving the top of
the atmosphere of a lambert or Fresnel model is polarized. The degree of
polarization is zero in a few discrete directions. These directions are
referred to as neutral points, since the polarization vanishes there. The
degree of polarization (P) of a pencil of radiation is defined in terms of
the Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V as
P(_ @
1/2
+ v2( ; @ I
Q = I_ - Ir
U = Q arc tan 2x
(42)
The angle X is measured clockwise from the 1-axis, which lies in the
meridional plane, to the plane of polarization.
A neutral point occurs if, and only if, Q = U = O_ since V -= 0 for
the Iambert and Fresnel models. Neutral points occur for a few discrete
pairs of _, _ at a given solar zenith angle and optical thickness. The
computations were made only for discrete _lues of _, _, which in general,
did not coincide with the neutral point directions. Hence, in this research
the neutral points were determined by the graphical intersection of the
U- and Q- lines that represented the zero _alues.
The parameter U = 0 in the vertical plane of the sun for either
case of the diffuse light falling on the ground or flowing outwards from the
top of the atmosphere, if the inclination of the plane of polarization is
symmetrical with respect to the vertical plane, as it is for both the Lambert
-_ F_sne_ _I _ Tn ,._ _ases it is customary to define the degree of
polarization in the sun's vertical plane as
- 41-
Ir - l&
P = Ir + (43)
The plane of polarization is either perpendicular or parallel to the sun's
vertical plane, and the degree of polarization is said to be either positive
or ne_tivm, respectively. The neutral points in the sun's vertical plane
occur where P = 0, of course.
A new, more general definition of the Babinet and Brewster points
will be given in order to simplify the discussion of them for the Fresnel
model. A schematic representation of these neutral points for the Lambert
model is given in the rlght-hand side of Fig. 17. These two points lie
in the sun's vertical plane. The neutral point that is observed between the
sun and the zenith is called the Babinet point. The neutral point that is
observed between the sun and the near horizon is called the Brewster point.
However, as the sun rises above the horizon, the computed Babinet position
for the Fresnel model moves from above the sun, crosses it, and then
appears below it, when the optical thickness of the atmosphere is less than
about 0.25 (Xl (0.25). On some occasions this Babinet point is the only
neutral point between the sun and the near horizon. When the Brewster
point appears, it is always below the sun; and in addition, the Brewster
point always lles between the horizon and the Babinet point. A more
general definition of these neutral points can be made with respect to the
sign of the polarization, instead of using the sun as the reference. The
new definition will be that the degree of _1._o+_n _ positive between
the zenith and the Babinet point; the degree of polarization will also be
positive between the horizon and the Brewster point. As a result, the
polarization is negative between the two points, when the Brewster point is
present. If no Brewster point is present, the polarization is negative
between the Babinet point and the near horizon. This new definition does
not change the identification of previously measured neutral points and of
those computed for the Lambert model.
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Figure 17. Schematic representation of neutral points at _se of
atmosphere of Lambert model.
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The diagram on the left-hand side of Fig. 17 indicates the two
neutral points that occur in the Lambert model, when the solar zenith angle
is large. The two points lie in the vertical plane of the sun. A Babinet
point lies above the sun in Fig. 17_ but according to hhe new definition
Just given for it, it can occur below the sun in the Fresnel model, since
the Babinet point occurs where the positive polarization that extends from
the zenith becomes negative. An Arago point lies about 20° above the anti-
solar point; the exact position depends on the model, optical thickness,
and solar zenith angle. As the solar zenith angle decreases, the Arago
approaches the horizon nearest to it, and reaches the horizon when the
solar zenith angle is roughly e = 70°.
O
3.1.2 Computed Data
The computed neutral points for the i_mbert model follow the schemRtic
representation. These neutral points lie in the sun's vertical plane.
Neutral point positions for the Lambert model are given by the dashed curves
on Fig. 18. The Lambert data have been given before _18 The ordinate gives
the distance of the Babimet and Brewster points from the sun and of the
Arago point from the anti-solar point. The origin of the ordinate for each
set of curves that are associated with a particular optical thickness (Xl)
increases by lO ° for each increase of She optical thickness o In order to
explain the neutral point characteristics in more detail for the Lambert
model, consider the dashed Lambert curves for Xl = 0.50. When the solar
zenith angle is 84 °, only the Bablnet and Arago points are present in the
sky. The Babinet point is about 27° above the sun, and the Arago point
is about 30 ° above the anti-solar point. As the solar zenith angle
decreases, the Babinet point approaches the sun and coincides with it when
the sun reaches the zenith. The Arago point disappears below the horizon
when the solar zenith angle is 64°. A Brewster point appears at the horizon
below the sun at the same solar zenith angle when the Arago point disappears.
Data on the neutral points for the Fresnel model are also given on
Fig. 18. Some of these data have been given before°19 At Xl = l°O0 the
neutral point distances are slightly smaller for the Fresnel model than for
the F_mh_rt mod_1 A] _O; the _K__binet __nd Bre_wster points for the Fresne! mo__e!
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F_m.u'e :].8. Neutral point positions at base of atmosphere in sun's
vertical plane as a function of eo. The origin of a
set of curves is displaced lO° along the ordinate for
suceeding values of Xl"
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may move into the direction of the sun before the sun reaches the zenith. The
differences in the neutral point distances for the two models increases at
the smaller optical thickness of Xl = 0° 50. The Babinet and Brewster points
for the Fresnel model do not appear in the sun's vertical plane, if the solar
zenith angle is less than 7°. The neutral point differences continue to
increase as the optical thickness decreases to Xl = 0.25. The next smaller
optical thickness at which the computations were made for the Fresnel model
_s for Xl = 0.15. This is the largest _lue for which computations were
made that the Babinet and Brewster points disappear from the sun's vertical
plane at large solar zenith angle. When _l = 0o15• the neutral points
disappear from the sun's vertical plane when e° is between 67° and 73°. The
Babinet and Brewster points also disappear from the vertical plane when the
solar zenith angle is less than 34° and Xl = 0o15. The next smaller _lue
of optical thickness for which computations were made for the Fresnel model
_s Xl = O.lO. At this and smaller optical thickness only the Babinet and
Arago points appear and only at large solar zenith angle. The disappearance
of the Babiaet and Brewster points for the Fresnel model from the sun's
vertical plane at small solar zenith angle, but before the sun reaches
zenith• is shown here for the first time.
J Figure 18 shows that the Brewster and Arago points appear on their
respective horizons simultaneously. This event can be demonstrated
analytically for either the Fresnel or Lambert models and for either the
base or top of the atmosphere. To take one case consider the Fresnel model
and the hase of the atmosphere. A neutral point occurs in the sun's vertical
plane where Q = 0 (Eqs. (42) and (43)) • The equation for Q can be obtained
from reference lO, Eqs. (3.4), (3.6), (3o14), and (3°33):
%'(_i;_' _o'_) = I(_°)(_•_o_l) +Di°)(_•_o;i) -
I(°)(_'_o;i) " D(_)(_ _o;l) +
r r •
E o¢ + ooo
(_+.J)[(_- ._o5I(2)(_. _ ) + D(2)(_,_^)]r .... o r _
(_)
cos 2 A _ , A_= _o " q_
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where the arrow on Q merely indi_tes that Q applies to downward flowing
radlmtion, and the asterisk on Q indicates that radlation is reflected from
the ground and accounted for. The Xl dependence is omitted from the functions
on the rlght-hand side of Eq. (_). At the horizon e = 90 ° or _ = O, in
which case Eq. (44) becomes
_('x; o, _o' a _ ) i(o)(o,%; z)&
z(°)(o,_o; l)
r
_(o)(o,"o; 1)+ u_
- D (°) (0,.o; Z) -
r
(45)
[(i - .o 2) l(2)r (0'"o) + D(2)r (0'"o)] cos 2 _
The azimuth _o " _ : 0,_ in the sun's vertical plane for radiation coming
from below the sun and from the horizon above the antisolar point, respectively.
Accordingly, Eq. (45) shows that ;Q*(ml; _ = O, _o' _o - _ = O) =
_Q*(_I; _ : O, _o' _o - _ = _); that is, _Q* is identical at the two points
where the sun's vertical plane intersects the horizon. In particulmr,
_Q*(Xl; _ = O, _o' _o - _ = O) = 0, when the Brewster point is at the
horizon; simultaneously, the Arago point is at the other horizon, since
_Q*(_z; _ : °'_o' _o - _ : _) : o.
The largest value of the optical thickness for -which the neutral point
positions were computed was Xl = 2.00. The neutral points for Xl = 2.00
dePart from the regular pattern established on Fig. 18 and are shown
separately on Fig. 19. Neutral point characteristics for a model with zero
ground albedo and with Xl > 1.O have been given by Dave and Furukawa. 5 The
purpose of Fig. 19 is to show that the neutral point characteristics are
approximately the same for the Fresnel and Lambert models at Xl = 2, and
presumably for all larger Xl"
A different representation of the Babinet and Brewster point distances
is given on Fig. 20. The zenith angle of these two neutral points are given
as a function of 80 . The dashed line also gives the solar zenith angle. The
r..O
shape of the curve for _i = O.15 and near the solar zenl_a angle of _o : u|
d_s not quite a_-ee with the curve shown on Fig. 18. The curve is uncertain
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Figure 19. Neutral point positions at base of atmosphere in sun's
vertical plane as a function of go for _i = 2.0.
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since no data were computed for a solar zenith angle between 66.4 ° and
67.6 °. However, the representation on Fig. 20 seems to be more accurate:
the curve above and below the knee apply to the Babinet and Brewster
points, respectively.
When the Babinet and Brewster points merge and then disappear from
the sun's vertical plane, a single neutral point appears on each side of the
sun's vertical plane. These two points are of course symmetrical with
respect to the sun's vertical plane. The zenith angle of these two points
is slightly different from that of the sun (eo) and is given in T_ble V!.
The azimuth of the neutral points outside of the sun's vertical plane is
shown in Fig. 21. The neutral point for Xl --0.50 disappears from the sun's
vertical plane only when the solar zenith angle is less than 8°. No comou-
tational data were available for this case. The neutral points for _i = 0.25
appear outside of the sun's vertical plane only when e° < 20° . As shown
before, the neutral points for _l = 0.15 appear outside of the sun's vertical
for two separated ranges of the solar zenith angle. The azimuthal distance
is 2.2 ° when e° = 70° but is much larger at smaller solar zenith angle.
The next value of optical thickness for which the azimuthal positions of the
neutral points were computed was _l = 0.05. In this case a neutral point
appears on each side of the sun's vertical plane when the solar zenith angle
is between O ° and 87 ° . Hence, Fig. 21 shows that as the optical thickness
decreases, the neutral points appear outside of the sun's vertical plane at
increasingly greater azimuth and for an increasing range of solar zenith
angle.
The interpolated portions of the curves on Fig. 21 for small 8 are
o
uncertain. The neutral point azimuths were computed for e° = 0° and 8.1 °,
but not for intermediate values. The azimuthal value at e = 8.1 is
o
uncertain. The difficulty of obtaining an accurate value can be explained
by showing the degree of polarization in the vicinity of the neutral point
e is small (Fig. 22). The degree of polarization vanishes somewhere within
O
the dashed curve that is labeled O.O001. This curve has an azimuthal range
r%
of about 2-. The neutral point, which is determined by the in_r_ction of
the zero lines of U and Q, could occur anywhere within the dashed polarization
curve, since the data were computed for increments of O.01 in _ and of 2° in 4o- 4.
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Hence, the azimuthal position of the neutral point for Xl = 0.15 is computed
with a possible error of about 2o when 8o = 8.1 °.
When the solsr zenith angle is smali_ a better measure of the neutral
point position is the angle between the sun and the neutral point. Since the
neutral point lies close to the almucantor, the angle between the sun and
neutral point approximRtely equsls the angular distance that is measured
along the sol_r almucsntor between the sun's vertical plane and the vertical
plane through the neutral point. The angle between the neutral point and the
sun is given in Table V.
TABLE V
Angle (@) between sun and neutral point that is outside of sun's
vertical plane at base of atmosphere. _o - _ is the azimuthal
difference. Xl = 0.15. m = 1.344.
e° %-% e
0.0 ° 0.0 0.0
8.1 13.3 1.8
11.5 12.9 2.6
14.1 12.9 3.1
zo.o lOo7 3.7
25.8 8.3 3-7
30.7 5.2 2.6
32.9 3.2 2.1
34.9 lies in the sun's
vertical plane
The degree of polarization and the parameters Q and U are now discussed
in order to show how these parameters change as the neutral points move outside
of the sun's vertical plane. This information is given for an optical thickness
of Xl = 0.15. First consider the case for %o = 80.2 °, when the neutral points
lie in the sun's vertical plane. The degree of polarization of the diffuse
radiation falling_ on the ground of the Fresnel model is shown on Fig. 23. The
degree of polarization data for this figure is computed from Eq. (41). As a
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result the values are greater than or equal to zero. The Brewster point
appears near the horizon; the Babinet point appears at _ = 0.33, _o - _ = 0°'
or 9 ° above the sun; a double Arago point appears near the horizon and at
an azimuth of 180 °. The maximum degree of polarization in the sun's vertical
plane is 0.87 and occurs about 9 ° from the zenith, or at _ = 0.99 and
_o " _ = 180°" The minimum polarization for an arbitrary _ occurs at the
sum's vertical plane.
The effect that specular reflection at the ground has on the degree of
polarization is shown on Fig. 24. The degree of polarization for the Fresnel
model is subtracted from that of a model with zero ground albedo. The effect
of the Fresnel reflection is to change the degree of polarization less than
an absolute value of 0.07. No unusual changes appear in the vicinity of the
neutral points. It should be noted, however, that if the degree of polar-
ization in the sun's vertical plane were given by Eq. (43) instead of Eq. (41),
the effect of Fresnel reflection at the ground would be to increase the polar-
ization of the skylight in the vicinity of the Babinet and Brewster points.
The Stokes parameter Q is shown in Fig. 25 for the model of zero
ground albedo. Neutral points occur where the zero line of Q intersects the
sun's vertical plane. No Brewster point occurs in this figure. The minimum
values of Q occur in the sun's vertical plane, and the maximum values occur
at an azimuth of about 90 ° .
The effect of Fresnel reflection at the ground on Q is shown in
Fig. ?6. The general features are the same on both Figs. 25 and 26. However,
when Fresnel reflection is present, the Babinet and Arago points are shifted
towards their respective horizons. Also, a Brewster point and second Arago
point appear.
The change in Q caused by Fresnel reflection at the ground is shown
on Fig. 27. The change is less than 0.03 in. absolute value.
The Stokes parameter U is shown for the zero ground albedo model on
Fig. ?8. U = 0 in the sun's vertical plane. Another zero llne intersects
the sun's vertical plane slightly above the sun and again at the zenith at
an azimuth of _o " _ = 900. Note also that this zero llne is restricted to
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an azimuth less than 90 ° .
The effect of Fresnel reflection is to rake a small absolute change
in U, as shown on Fig. 29. A zero line lies in the sun's vertical plane.
A second zero line has an azimuth less than 90 °, but it now intersects the
sun vertical plane a few degrees below the sun.
Attention is now shifted to a sm_ller solar zenith angle, when the
neutral points do not lie in the sun's vertical plane. The U-data for the
Fresnel model is given on Fig. 30. A zero line still lies in the sun's
vertical plane. Another zero line intersects the sun's vertical plane
between the sun and the horizon. No zero line lies outside of th__ sun's
vertical for an azimuth greater than 90 °. Hence, no neutral point w_ll
occur outside of the sun's vertical plane in thet half of the sky b,__twec_n
the zenith and the ground for which the azimuth _o - _ > 90o. The only
neutral point on the figure occurs at an azimuth of 2.3 ° and at a zenith
distance of 2.1 ° below the almucantor. Of course, a second neutral point
would occur sy_netrically at an azimuth of - 2.3 °.
The Q-data for the same conditions are shown in Fig. 31. The zero
line no longer intersects the sun's vertical plane. The zero line comes
closest to the vertical plane where the neutral point occurs. The zero
line does not approach closer than 20° in azimuth to that half of the
sun's vertical plane that has the azimuth of 180 °.
Successive positions of the Q = 0 and U = 0 lines in the vicinity
of the neutral points are shown for increments in the position of the sun
in Fig. 32. The sun is taken as the center of the coordinate system. The
zero lines of Q and U are given as a function azimuth and _ - n o. if
- _o > O, then the corresponding zenith angle is smaller than that of
the sun. The smallest value of _o for which data are given is _o _ 0.28,
which corresponds to e = 73.7 °. In this case a Babinet point occurs
O
slightly above the sun at _ - _o 0.O1 and a Brewster point occurs
below the s1_n at !i - a " - 0.08. It is important to note that the
• O
zero lines of U approach the sun's vertical plane at nearly a constant
distance below the sun at _ - _o A _ 0.04. Later, i_ will be shown that tLhe
zero line of U has a different behavior on top of the atmosphere. As _o
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Figure 32. Position of lines of _Q = 0 and SU = 0 at base of
atmosphere as neutral point moves in and out of
sun's vertical plane. Fresnel model. _l = O.15.
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increases for 0.28 to 0.30, the two neutral points merge and move slightly
outside of the sun's vertical plane. The neutral point remains at nearly
the same position with respect to the sun for the range of _o between 0.32
and 0.36. As _o increases above 0.36, the neutral point approaches the
sun's vertical plane. At _o = 0.40 a Babinet point occurs just above the
sun, and a Brewster point occurs below the sun at _ - _o - 0.06.
The degree of polarization of the skylight in the vicinity of a
neutral point that lies outside the sun's vertical plane is shown on Fig. 33.
The degree of polarization changes 0.0007 at a constant zenith angle between
the sun's vertical plane and the neutral point. Such a small change would be
difficult to observe instrumentally. However, the change in polarization is
much larger at smaller optical thickness. For example, at approximately the
same solar zenith angle of 0o = 72.5°and for Xl = 0.05, the degree of polar-
ization changes 0.05 at a constant zenith angle between the sun's vertical
plane and the neutral point. In this case the neutral point lies at an
azimuth of about 18 ° from the sun's vertical plane.
The computed coordinates of the neutral points for the Fresnel model
are given in Table VI.
The sensitivities of various radiation parameters to a change in the
reflection characteristics of the ground are shown on Fig° 34. The measure
of sensitivity is to take the _lue of a parameter for the Lambert model
minus the value of the same parameter for the Fresnel model and divide by
the value for the Lambert model. The absolute value of the relative differ-
ence in the total intensity of radiation from the zenith is less than 3 per
cent if either the solar zenith angle is less *_han 53 ° or if the optical
thickness exceeds 0.3 (bottom portion of Fig. 34). However, the relative
difference in the intensity becomes large when the sun is both near the
horizon (_o = O.1) and when the optical thickness is small. The reason
for the large relative difference in this case is that the atmosphere is
strongly illuminated from below, and a much larger fraction of this upward
flux is scattered back down to the ground for the Fresnel model than for the
Tmm..__be_ tuna.1. To _llustrate with a Darticular example, let _ = 0.i and
v
_i = 0.05. In this case the albedo at the ground is 0.42. The upward flux
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+TABLE VI
Computed neutral point positions at bottom of atmosphere of
Fresnel model. Index of refraction is m -_1.34. The word
none or a blank means that the neutral point does not exist.
A dash means that the neutral point exists, but that its
position _s not computed. The value in parenthesis at
Xl = 0.15, 8° = 75.52 _s obtained by extrapolation.
optical solar ground
thickness zenith albedo,
e
o
o.o5 87.13° o.42o
84.z6 o.418
78.46 o.276
75:5z o.zl5
72. _ 0.167
66.4z O.lO2
60.00 0.065
53.13 o.o45
45.57 0.o33
36.87 0.028
25.84 O.OZ5
18.19 o.o25
8.11 o.oz_
o.oo o.o_
87o7! ° 0.134
87.13 0.164
84.26 0.257
0.15
neutral points in sun's vertical plane
Brewster Babinet Arago
e eo-e e eo - e 9 e° + e
none
neutral points outside of sun's vertical plane
e eo-e
87.6 ° - 2.3° 9.0 °
8z.o - 3.5 17.1
78.8 - 3.3 18.2
75.5 - 3.o 18.4
69.2 - 2.8 17.0
61.7 - 1.7 14o7
54.6 - 1.5 12.6
46.9 - 1.3 11.8
37.8 - 0.9 12.6
Z6.4 - 0.6 15.2
18.5 - 0.3 16.4
8.2 - 0.i 19.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
neutral points in sun's vertical plane
Brewster Babinet Arago
e eo - e e eo - e e eo + e
none 67.0 ° 20.8° 70.9 ° 158.6 °
" - - 71.6 158.7
" 68. i "_ " "_• O0_ I. 0 _ -.,.._,,.,,I_• %2
+69-
0.15
e
0
83 .ii
80.79
80.2_i
79.63
78.46
77.88
77.29
75.52
74.34
73.7
72._
72.
71.34
7O .12
69.51
68.90
68.28
.-, _.
l-Ul
66.42
66.42
65.17
6o.oo
53.13
51.68
o.248
0.241
O. 228
0.220
0.2.1.3
0.191
0.176
o.17o
Brewster
e e -
O
e
Babinet
{) 8 -0
0
Arago
6 0+6
O
none - - 79.i 162.2
89.4 - 8.6 70.2 10.6 84.6 165.4
89.1 169 -9
89.0 - 8.8 70.8 9.4 86.8 167.o
88.0 168.2
-- -- m m
87.4 - 9.0 71.7 6.8
86.7 - 8.8 71.9 6.0
85.8 - 8.5 72.1 5.2
(82.5) (- 7.0) 72.7 2.8
- - 73.0 1.4
78.5 - 4.8 73.2 0.5
none none
outside of sun'sneutral points
none
vertical plane
0.156
0.144
o.133
0.127
0.122
0.117
0 .ll2
0.104
0.096
o.o71
o.o_
o.o51
o.048
e eo - e _o-_
75.o - 2.4 o.1
73-7 - 2.3 2.0
72.3 - 2.2 2.2
71.6 - 2.1 2.3
71.0 - 2.1 2.1
70.3 - 2.0 1.7
69.6 - 2.0 0.9
none
Brewster
O 8o - e
70.1 - 3.7
67.1 - 7.1
61.3 - 8.1
-- i
Babinet
e eo - e
66.4 0.05
64.0 1.2
56.1 3.9
.4 4.3
48.0 5.1
46.6 5.1
-7o-
0.15
0.25
e o
45.57
43.95
36.87
34.92
32.86
o.o4o
0.038
0.o3_
o.033
Brewster Babinet
e 8o - 8 0 00-8
52.7 - 7.1 41.1 4.5
- - 39.8 4..2
40.5 - 3.6 35.0 1.9
37.1 - 2.2 34.3 0.6
none none
neutral points outside of sun's vertical plane
32.86
30.68
28.36
25.84
19.95
14.o7
11.48
8.11
o.oo
87.13
84.26
81.37
78.46
76.11
74.34
72.54
71.94
71.34
70.73
0.032
0.032
0.031
0.031
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.030
O.030
0.095
0.162
0.191
0.186
0.171
0.157
0.143
0.138
0.134
0.129
8 8 -8
o
33.5 - o.6
31.2 - 0.5
28.8 - 0.4
26.2 - 0.4
20.2 - 0.2
14.1 o.o
11.5 o.o
8.1 o.o
0.0 0.0
Brewster
e eo-e
none
I!
t!
I!
89.4 -
_.5 "
87.4 -
87.0 -
86.6 -
86=1 -
13.3
14.1
14.9
15.1
15.2
15.4
_o-_
3.2
5.2
6.8
8.3
1o.7
12.7
12.9
13.3
o.o
Bab inet
e eo
63.4
62.4
62.4
62.3
61.7
60.9
59.8
59.1
58.6
-e
23.8
22.9
19.o
16.2
14.4
13.4
12.7
12.2
12.1
Arago
O Oo +
68.2
0.5
%.0
_.9
85.6
_-7
none
155.4
155.8
157-4
159.4
161.7
164.8
-71-
T
1
0.25
0.SO
eo _o(_1)
66.42 0.102
6o.0o 0.073
53.13 0.055
45.47 o.o44
36.87 o.o39
25.84 0.035
19.95 0.035
16.26 0.034
16.26 0.034
8.11 0.034
i
o.o0 0.034
84.z6 0.078
78.46 o.u4
7?-.54 O. iii
66.4Z O.09Z
6o.oo o.o74
53.13 o.o6]
45.57 0.052
36.87 0.046
25.8_ o.o43
16.26 o.o42
8.11 o.04z
o.oo o.04_
Brewster Bablnet
e e0 - e 0 80 - o
Arago
e eo+ e
81.9 - 15.5 55.o 11.4
75.2 - 15.2 49.o 11.o
67.5 - 14.4 42.8 lO.3
58.1 - 17-.5 36.8 8.8
45.9 - 9.O 3o.6 6.3
29.6 - 3.8 ?.3.o 2.8
2o.3 - 0.3 19.7 o.z
none none
neutral points outside of sun's vertical plane
e eo - e _o-_
16.3 0.0 4.2
8.1 o.o 8.8
0.0 0.0 0.0
Brewster Babinet A rago
e eo - e e eo - e e eo + e
none 27.1 57.2 66.4 150.7
" 24.4 54.1 72.8 151.3
" 21.4 51.2 80.8 153.4
87.8 - 21.4 19.2 47.3 none
82.8 - 22.8 17.3 4?..7
74.8 - 21.6 15.4 37.7
64.5 - 19.0 13.1 32.5
51.7 - 14.8 lO.2 26.7
34.8 - 9.0 6.4 19.4
20.9 - 4.6 3.4 12.9
9.3 - 1.2 0.2 7.9
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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into the base of the atmosphere is six-tenths of the downward flux into the
top of the atmosphere. The atmospheric reflectivity is 0.20 and 0.05 of the
upward flux into the base of the atmosphere for the Fresnel and Lambert
models, respectively. This downward flux at the ground augments the flux of
unreflec_ed skylight, which is the same for both models, by 0.37 for the
Fresnel model but only by 0.09 for the Lambert model. As & result, the
zenith intensity is much gre_ter for the Fresnel model than for the Lambert
model.
The relative difference between the maximum degree of polarization in
the sun's vertic_l plane for the Fresnel and IAmber_ models is shown in the
center of Fig. 34. The absolute value of the relative difference is less
than i0 per cent, exceptwhen the sun is at the zenith (_o _ 1.00) and the
opticsl thickness exceeds O. 50.
The neutral point characteristics that are most sensitive to changes
in the type of ground reflection cannot be compared for the two models, since
such characteristics are not present in both models for the same solar zenith
angle. For example, when the neutral points lie outside of the sun's vertical
plane for the Fresnel model_ there is no corresponding characteristic of the
Lambert model to make a comparison with° However, the Brewster point for
_o = 0.60 can be used. This neutral point is _cder_+_lY sensitive to the mature of the
ground reflection. The relative difference in the Brewster point positions
for the Lambert and Fresnel models is shown on the top portion of Fig. 34.
The relative difference approaches one at TI _ 0.I and is not defined for
T1 m O.1, since the Brewster point does not exist _n the Fresnel model.
The sensitivity of this one neutral point paramter is comparable to or ex_
ceeds the sensitivity of the maximum polarization and of the intensity at
an arbitrary optical thickness.
3.1.3 Cum_arison of Measured and Computed Neutral Points
Measured and computed Arago point positions are compared in Fig. 35.
The measurements were made visually without optical filters. In order to
find tae proper optical thickness of a -R---y!e_gbatmosphere that would cor-
respond to the effective visual optical thickness of the earth's atmosphere,
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the Arago point positions measured over land were compared with the positions
computed for the Lambert model. Measured data by Neuberger 13 indicate an
optical thickness of Xl = O.15. Measurements of Arago point positions at
kS150A , which corresponds approximately to the wavelength of maximum visual
acuity, indicate an optical thickness of Xl = 0"25"18 Hence, the computed
values for the Fresnel model at T1 = 0.15 and 0.25 are given in Fig. 35.
The computed Arago point distances for Xl = O.lO would be smaller than those
shown for Xl = O.15, but the values for Xl = O.10 were not computed.
The measured data in Fig. 35 have been averaged for more than one
day's observations. The averaged data. de not show the double Ar_go point
that is shown on the computed curves. However, measurements for a single
day have detected the double Arago point (see ref. ii for a discussion).
Only Jensen II observed the double Arago point over a sea when haze was not
evident. The computed curves show that a double Arago point would occur over
smooth water when no haze or aerosol particles are in the atmosphere.
The lack of agreement between the measured and computed curves at large
(8° > 85 °) depends partially on the fact that the modelssolar zenith angle
are plane-parallel. The agreement between the measured and computed curves
for 78 ° K 80 < 85 ° may not be bad, if one realizes that the computed Arago
distances for the Lambert model are 21° and 25 ° (73 ° < e < 84 °) for
o
_I = 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. The relatively small measured values for
the lake could be caused if the effective wavelength of the observed radi-
ation is shifted from the yellow towards the red part of the spectrum, where
the optical thickness is smaller; and as a consequence_ the Arago distance
is smaller. The roughness of the water and the aerosol content of the atmos-
phere will also be the bases for differences between the measured values and
the values computed for the model of smooth sea and R_yleigh atmosphere.
Sekera 19 measured the Babinet and Brewster points on one afternoon
when the sun was over the sea. He found very good agreement between the
measured positions and the positions computed for the Fresnel model while
they were present in the sun's vertical plane.
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Neutral point positions outside of the sun's vertical plane seem to
have been observed only by Comu S and Soret. 20 High altitude air pollution
produced by the Kra_towa eruption was present during Cornu's observations.
The conditions for these observations do not fit the Fresnel model. However,
Soret made observations under conditions that had features in common with
the Fresnel model. He made neutral point observations from the shore of a
Swiss lake, which extended about 700 - 800 m in the direction of the sun.
On several occasions Soret observed in the visual spectrum that the
Brewster and Babinet points disappeared from the sun's vertical plane, when
the solar zenith angle was about 70°. At the same time a neutral point
appeared on each side of the sun, in the solar aimucantor, and about 15 ° -
20 ° from the sun. Sorer said that a pronounced haze lay next to the lake
and that the neutral points disappeared when the sun rose from the haze to
above it. However, the neutral point data for _I = 0.15 on Fig. 21 indicate
that the neutral points are furthest from the sun's vertical plane when
0o = 70 °, and also that the neutral points lie in the sun's vertical plane
when the sun is higher: 34 ° < 8° < 67 °. Soret's observations indicate that
addition of low-level haze to the Fresnel model would shift the neutral
points outside of the sun's vertical plane i_._rther from the sun's vertical
plane.
3.2
3.2.1
TOP OF ATMOSPHE_E
General
The neutral points that would be observed above a Lambert model
show a symmetry with the neutral points that would be observed from the
ground. This symnetry can be demonstrated with the aid of the schematic
representation in Fig. 36. The neutral points for the Ls_nbert model lie
in the vertical plane of the sun. Two neutral points are usually present.
When the solar zenith angle (eo) is not large, one neutral point lies
between the anti-solar point and the horizon, and a second one lies between
the anti-solar point and the zenith. Neutral points one and two are given
the names o_ Brewster aa_ Babinct po__uts _ respectively. These two points
are located with respect to the anti-solar direction by the angles ¥1 and
Y2' as shown on Fig. 36. As the solar zenith angle increases, _he Brews_er
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Figure 36. Schematic representation of neutral points at top of
atmosphere for Lambert model.
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point moves toward the horizon and eventually disappears. Then a third
point, which will be called the Arago poin% appears at the opposite horizon
below the sun. The Arago distance is the angle Tq between the sun and the
Arago point, as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 36. The neutral point
distances on top of the atmosphere are nearly the same as the corresponding
ones of the same name on the bottom for the Lambert model, as can be verified
by comparing the data on Figs. 18 and 37.
A generalization of these definitions of the Babinet and Brewster
points on top of the atmosphere will simplify the discussion of them for
the Fresnel model. The generalization is analogous to the one previously
made abottthem for the base of the atmosphere. The Babinet and Brewster
points are restricted to the vertical plane of the sun and occur near to
the anti-solar point. If the degree of polarization in the sun's vertical
plane is positive from the nadir to the anti-solar point and from there to
the near horizon, no Bablnet or Brewster points occur. If the degree of
polarization is positive in the sun's vertical plane along an arc of
increasing nadir angle (e) from the nadir and towards the anti-solar point
and then becomes ne_tive at large e up to the horizon, a Babinet point
will be identified with the neutral point that occurs where the sign of
the polarization changes. If the degree of polarization is first positive
along the arc of increasing nadir angle from the nadir towards the anti-
solar point, becomes ne_tive at a larger nadir angle, but becomes positive
for a still larger nadir angle that extends to 90 °, the neutral point
nearest to _he nadir will be called a Babine_. point, as before, and the
neutral point nearest to the horizon will be called a Brewster point.
These neutral point definitions do not depend on the so_r zenith angle.
Since no double Brewster points appeared in the computations for either
the Fresnel or Lambert models, no provision is made for such an occurence.
3 -2.2 Computed Data
The neutral points in the sun's vertical plane are shown for both
the Fresnel au_ lambert mo_!s in Fig. 37- The neutral points for the
Lambert model have been presented previously. 4 The neutral point positions
for Xl = 1.O0 are approximately the same for the two models. The differences
= 78 -
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Figure 37. Neutral point positions in sun's vertical plane at
top of atmosphere as a function of eo. The origin
of the ordi_te for eac_h succeeding set of curves
increases by lO ° and is identified by the appropri-
ate _l"
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between the neutral points for the two models increase with decreasing
optical thickness and became large at Xl = 0.25. At the ground the
differences are not as large at Xl = 0.25 and at smaller optical thickness.
Hence, the neutral point characteristics on top of the atmosphere show a
greater dependence on the nature of the ground reflection than those at the
ground.
Neutral points for the Fresnel model and T1 = 0.15 and 0.25 are
shown in greater detail on Fig. 38. To explain the meaning of the curves
consider just the curves for optical thickness Xl = 0.15. The Babinet
point is 9.7 ° from the anti-solar point towards the z_dir when the solar
zenith angle is e° = 87 °. As the solar zenith angle decreases, the Babinet
point quickly moves towards the anti-solar point, coincides with it when
e -- 82. z°, and then moves away from the anti-solar point towards the near
O
horizon. The Babinet point lies between the anti-solar point and the ho-
rizon when 76.6 ° • e° _ 82.2 °. The Brewster point appears at the horizon
when e° = 78.5 °. At the same e° the Bablnet point is 6°8 ° from the anti-
solar point. Both neutral points are between the anti-solar point and the
horizon. As e° decreases the two neutral points approach each other and
merge when e° = 76.6 °. No neutral points occur in the sun's vertical
plane for 0 < e° < 76.6 °, when Xl = 0.15.
The behavior of the neutral points as they move out of the sun's
vertical plane can be explained by means of the degree of polarization and
of the U and Q Stokes parameters. These parameters are given first for the
case that the neutral points occur in _h_e sun's ve_rtie_1 plane. Then these
parameters are shown for a smaller solar zenith angle, when no neutral points
occur in the sun's vertical plane. T"aese parameters will be shown for an
optical thickness of Xl --0.15. The sun's zenith angle is 0o = 80.2 ° for
the first set of figures, when the Bab!net and Arago points occur. Figure
39 shows the degree of polarization of the diffUse radiation flowing out-
wards from the top of the atmosphere of the Fresnel model. In addition to
the Babinet and Arago points, another neutral point is shown outside of
_A
the sun's vertical plane at a slightly smaller zenlth angle than 0o. _=
appeaz_nce of this new neutra_! point will be explained with the next few
figures.
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Fresnel model. Xl = 0.15. 6o = 80.2 ° •
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The effect of Fresnel reflection at the ground on the degree of polar-
ization of radiation flowing out_rds from the top of the atmosphere is shown
on Fig. 40. The difference between the polarization of radiation for the
model of zero ground albedo and for the Fresnel model is shown. The maximum
absolute change is 0.09, which is a greater change than occured at the ground
for the same pair of _i' eo" No unusual changes at the top occur in the
vicinity of the neutral points or of the solar image, which is at _ = 0.17
and _o " _ = 0°' except at the solar image where the change is - 0.164.
This value is not shown on Fig. 40.
The Q-data for the Fresnel model is shown on Fig. 41. Three neutral
points are designated on the zero line. The changes in the Q-values for the
airlight alone, for the zero ground albedo model, that are caused by Fresnel
ground reflection are shown in Fig. 42. The changes are small and the largest
changes occur within 15 ° of the horizon.
The U-data for the Fresnel model are shown in Fig. 43. U = 0 in the
vertical plane of the sun. A second zero line is restricted to the side of
the nadir where the azimuth exceeds 90 ° . This second zero line intersects
the sun's vertical plane slightly above the anti-solar point. As the solar
zenith angle varies the second zero line al_ys intersects the sun's vertical
plane near the anti-solar point. The neutral point outside of the sun's
vertical plane appears when the solar zenith angle is decreasing and the
Babinet point moves from between the nadir and the point where the second
U = 0 line intersects the sun's vertical plane to a position between this
intersection and the horizon. T--mezero line of Q, which _s tied to the
Babinet point as shown in Fig. 41, intersects the second zero llne of U
outside of the sun's vertical plane when the Babinet point is between the
horizon and the point where the second U = 0 line intersects the sun's
vertical plane. The changes in the U-data that are caused by Fresnel re-
flection at the ground are shown in Fig. 44. The changes are not large.
The inclination of the plane of polarization is a more familiar parameter
than either U or Q, and it depends on these two Stokes parameters _Eq. (42)).
#
The inclination for the Fresnel model is shown in Fig. 45. in _he sun's
vertical plane, the plane of polarization is parallel to the vertical plane
between the Arago point and its nearest horizon, perpendicular to the sun's
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Figure 41. TQ at top of atmosphere for Fresnel model. _l = O.lS.
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vertical plane between the Arago and Babinet points, and parallel to the
vertical plane between the Babinet point and its nearest horizon. The
inclination X is indetermimate at the neutral points and where the two
zero lines of U intersect Just above the anti-solar point. The in-
90 ° 90°cli-ation X = - between this intersection and the nadir, and X = +
between this same intersection and the Babinet point.
The changes in the incli-ation X that are caused by Fresnel ground
reflection are shown in Fig. 46. The lines are drawn for the values of
o°
climation are nearly zero where the degree of polarization is largest
(Fig. 39). The largest changes in the inclination, say IAX I > 30°,
occur where the degree of polarization is less than i0 per cent. The singu-
larities occur at the neutral point positions of both the Fresnel and zero
albedo models.
The next two figures will show the Q- and U-data for the Fresnel
model for a smaller solar zenith angle (8° = 69.5 °) , when no neutral points
occur in the sun's vertical plane. The Q-data are shown in Fig. 47. With
the decrease in e° from Fig. 41 the zero line h_s been displaced at least
15 ° in azimuth from the sun's vertical plane that lies between the anti-
solar point and the nearest horizon. The effect of Fresnel reflection at
the ground on Q and U are_not shown, since the effects are quite similar
to those already illustrated in Figs. 42 and 44 for e° = 80.2 ° .
The data for U are shown in Fig. 48. One zero line coincides with
the sun's vertical plane. The second zero line is restricted to azimuT_Is
greater than or equal to 90 ° • Hence, no neutral point can occur outside
of the sun's vertical plane for azimuths less than 90 °.. The second zero
line intersects the sun's vertical plane at a nadir angle that is slightly
less than 00 . In order to relate the nadir angle of the neutral point
that's found on this llne and eo, consider a point to move along this
second zero line any from the sun's vertical plane. As the azimuth of
the point decrease_ fro- __o _t_ nadir angle decreases, or _ increases
_.vv • -- __ -
Hence, the difference between the solar zenith angle (8o) and the nadir
angle of a neutral point on the second zero line is larger, the f_ar_er
the neutral point is from the sun's vertical plane.
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The effect that different components of the radiation field have on
the neutral points depends on their contribution to the degree of polarization.
The relative contributions of several components will be discussed now. The
degree of polarization for radiation in the sun's vertical plane can be
written as
: .QFI:
when Eq. (42) is substituted into Eq. (43). The superscripts F indicate the
total wLlue of a p_rameter for the Fresnel model. Since the Stokes parame-
ters of independent components are additive, Eq. (46) can be written as
where Z Qi = QF.
_.q.(ll.'_) becks
or
: : -1751 : '
If one multiplies and divides each Qi by Iilli, then
Ii
(48)
li Pi
z = _- (49)
The relative contribution to the degree of polarization by eac.h component
(Pi/P y) is weighted by its relative intensity (Ii/IY) . Four significant
components of the radiation field can be distinguished, as was done in the
discussion of the ground albedo. The identifications of the components of
radiation at the top and bottom of the atmosphere are slightly different.
The most important component at the top generally is the diffuse airlight
that has not been reflected from the ground. This component is identical
to the diffUse radiation that occurs for the model of zero ground albedo.
This component will be called unreflected airli_ht. A second component
is the unreflected airllght a_er it has been reflected from the ground
Just once. The second component will be called the reflected mirlight.
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A third component is the direct sunlight that is reflected from the ground
just once. This component is called the reflected sunlight . It may pass
directly out of the atmosphere without being scattered, or it may reach
the top of the atmosphere after being scattered one or more times by the
atmosphere. Some of the reflected sunlight and reflected airlight is
scattered by the atmosphere back to the ground, where it is reflected
from the ground a second time. The radiation that is reflected from the
ground two or more times is called multiply reflected airlight. This
component is generally unimportant for the Fresnel model, since roughly
90 per cent of the radiation falling on the ground is lost from the
ra tion field(atleastif e° < 65°).
The total specific intensity of each component is given in Fig. 49.
The solar constant is _, or _ cos (72.5 °) units of solar flux pass through
a horizontal unit area at the top of the atmosphere. The unreflected air-
light contributes approximately 80 per cent of the total intensity (t_),
except where the reflected solar image appears, as indicated on the left-
hand side of the figure at e -- 72.5°. The reflected sunlight and reflected
airlight contribute about 20 per cent of the total and are of the same
order of magnitude, except where the reflected solar image appears. The
multiply reflected intensity is about one per cent of the total.
The degree of polarization of each of the components is shown in
Fig. 50. The total polarization (pF) is quite close to that of the unre-
flected airligJat. The total polarization (pF) is positive everywhere. As
a result, the denominator of Eq. (49) is positive and not zero for this
particular example being considered. Although the relatiw intensity of
the unreflected airlight is about 80 per cent, this component will make a
small contribution to the total polarization (pF) where the polarization
of the unreflected component is small, if the polarization is large for
the other components of weaker intensity. The degree of polarization of
the reflected sunlight is greater than or equal to the _alue of 0.57 that
it has upon leaving the ground. The degree of polarization of the re-
flected airlight exceeds 0.4 in the r_ion where theeBabinet and Brewster
points have disappeared from the sun's vertical plane, except within 15°
of the horizon. The degree polarization of the multiply reflected radi-
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ation exceeds 0.6 in the same region.
The relative contribution to the degree of polarization of each of
the components is given in Fig. 51. In the region where the total degree
of polarization (pF) is large the principal contribution is made by the
unreflected airlight. The other components contribute less than 20 per
cent in the same region. The unreflected airlight makes a large negative
contribution in region where the positions of the Babinet and Brewster
points are strongly altered. Both the reflected airlight and reflected
sunlight are needed to introduce sufficient positive polarization to make
the total polarization (pF) positive where the unreflected airlight is
negatively polarized. The multiply reflected radiation contributes less
than 0.25 of the total polarization. The computed Babinet and Brewster
points would still disappear from the sun's vertical plane, if this
component were neglected. Hence, the disappearance of the Brewster and
Babinet points from the sun's vertical plane depends about equally on
the reflected sunlight and the reflected airlight.
The azimuthal distance of the neutral points from the sun's
vertical plane is shown in Fig. 52. The distance of a neutral point
from the sun's vertical plane and the range of 0 for which the neutral
O
point exists outside of the sun's vertical plane are larger at the top
than for a corresponding optical thickness at the bottom (Fig. 21). The
computed neutral point positions for the Fresnel model are also given in
Table VII.
The degree of polarization in the vicinity of a neutral point that
lies outside of the sun's vertical plane is shown for an optical thickness
of Xl = 0.15 in Fig. 53- The azimuth of the neutral point is _o - _ = 159"6°'
and the nadir angle e = cos "l 0.389 = 67.1 °. The degree of polarization in
the nearest solar vertical plane at the same nadir angle is 0.054. If zero
degree of polarization is measured with an absolute uncertainty of O.O1,
then the neutral point coordinates would be determined with an angular
uncertainty of about 2° .
The degree of polarization in the vicinity of a neutral point for a
larger optical thickness of Xl = 0.25 is shown in Fig. 54. The neutral point
- 98 -
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TABLE VII
Computed neutral point positions at top of atmosphere of Fresnel
model. Index of refraction is m -_1.34. The word none or a blmnk
means that the neutral point does not exist. A dash means that
the neutral point exists, but that its position was not computed.
1 e° Brewster Babinet Arago
e eo - e e eo - 8 e eo + e
0.05
0.15
87.13 ° none 87.2 ° - 0.i ° -
84.26 " none none
neutral points outs ide
O eo - 8 _o-_
84.26 83.6 0.7 159.7
78.46 77.2 1.3 151.6
75-5Z 74.0 1.5 150.6
72.54 71.o 1.5 15o.7
66.42 65.1 1.4 152.5
60.00 59.3 0.7 155.0
53.13 53.1 0.0 157.3
45.57 46.0 - 0.4 158.4
36.87 37.4 - 0.5 157.8
25.84 26.0 - 0.2 155.6
i8.19 18'i - o.i 154.1
8.11 8.1 o.o 152.0
0.00 0.0 0.0 180.0
of sun's vertical pl_ne
Brews te r Bab inet
8 e° - @ e 8o - 8
87.71 none 76.9 i0.8
84.26 " 79.8 4.5O
83.11 " 8!.o 2.1
82.53 " 81.6 0.9
80.79 " 83.3 - z.5
80.21 " 83.8 - 3.6
A rago
e e +e
O
79.1 166.8
82.6 166.9
83.8 166.9
Qc
_-9 !66.7
86.4 166.6
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18o- (Co+ e)
13.2
13.1
13.1
13.3
13.4
8o 8
Brewster
80 -
Babinet
8 8
o
-8
Armgo
8 80 + 8 180 - (e° + 8)
0.15 78.46
77.88
77.29
72.
- 85.4
89.4 - ll.5 85.9
88.8 - ll.5 86.6
none none
neutral points outside of
- 6.9 none
e eo - e _o-_
81.37 80.8 0.6 171.i
80.79 8o.1 0.7 169.o
8o.21 79.5 0.7 167.2
79.63 78.8 0.8 165.8
77.88 76.9 i.o 162.9
77.29 76.3 i.o 162.2
75.52 74.3 1.2 16o.6
74.34 72.6 1.8 16o.o
71.34 7o.1 1.3 159.3
68.28 67.1 1.2 159.6
65.17 64.2 1.0 160.3
58.67 58.2 0.5 162.4
51.68 51.6 O.1 164.2
43.94 44.1 - 0.2 164.4
34.92 35.1 - 0.2 162.4
32.86 33.0 - O.1 161.9
30.68 30.8 - 0.i 161.3
28.3 6 28.4 0.0 160.5
25.84 z5.8 o.o 159.7
19.95 19.8 O.1 158.1
14.07 13.8 0.3 1%.5
_.48 11.2 o.3 155.8
8.11 7-9 0.2 lb5
0.00 u.__ o.0_ 180.0
- 8.0 none
- 9.3
SUn'S vertic_l plane
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e
O
Babinet
eo - e 8
Arago
e° + e 180 - (e° + e)
0.Z5 87.13 none 70.0
84. Z6 " 69.4
81.37 " 70.3
78.46 " 72.1
76 .ii " 73.9
75.52 " 74.4
74.34 - - 75.7
72.54 88.7 - 16.1 78.1
7-1.94- 88.3 - 16.4 79.0
71.34 87.9 - 16.5 80.0
70.73 87.3 - 16.6 81.1
66.42 none none
75.52
74.34
7]-.94
70.73
69.51
66.4?
63 •26
6o.oo
53.13
45.57
36.87
25.84
19.95
8.11
O.oo
neutral points
e eo - e _o-_
none
73.6 0.8 174.5
71.1 o.9 17o.9
69.8 o.9 17o.1
68.6 o. 9 169.5
65.6 0.8 169.2
62.5 0.8 169.5
59.5 o.5 17o.4
53.0 O.1 172.3
45.8 - 0.2 172.3
37.1 - 0.2 169.9
25.6 0.2 163.8
19.6 O.4 161.7
16.0 0.3 160.4
8.1 o.o 158.4
0.0 0.0 I_.0
17.1 74.9
14.8 77.2
11.o 8o.2
6.4 83.o
2.Z 85.4
1.1
- 1.3 none
- 5.6 none
- 7.1
- 8.6
- 10.4
162.0 18.0
161.5 18.5
161.6 18.4
161.5 18.5
161.5 18.5
outside of sun's vertical plane
- lO5 -
eo
Brewster Babinet
e eo - e e eo - e e
A rago
eo+ e 18o - (e° + e)
o.5o 84.2.6
78._6
72.5_
66.42
60.00
53.13
45.57
36.87
25.84
23.o7
19.95
19.95
16.26
8.11
0.00
none
t!
I!
87.8
82.0
69.6
58.6
46.3
29.1
24.6
none
neutral
e
19.6
16.0
7.9
0.0
- 21.4
- 22.0
- 16.5
- 13.i
- 9.4
- 3.3
- 1.5
points
eo - e
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.0
61.5 22.7
57.2 21.3
53.8 18.7
49.8 16.6
45.1 14-9
40.1 13.0
34-9 io .6
29.4 7.5
22.8 3.1
Zl.6 1.5
none
outs ide
%-_
175.4
171.6
168.2
18o.o
71.6 155.8 24.2
76.5 154.9 25.1
83.o 155.5 _. 5
none
of sun's vertical plane
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is closer to the sun's vertical plane and the change in polarization from
the solar vertical plane to the neutral point is smaller than for Xl = 0.15
(Fig. 53). If the neutral point were located by measuring the degree of
polarization, the measured position would be more uncertain at the larger
optical thickness, since the spatial gradients of the polarization are weaker
in the vicinity of the neutral points at the larger optical thickness.
The sensitivity of the total specific intensity and the maximum
degree of polarization in the sun's vertical plane to the nature of the
ground reflection is shown in Fig. 55. The value for the Fresnel model
is subtracted from that for the Lambert model, and the difference is di-
vided by the value for the Lambert model. The relative difference in the
specific intensity of radiation from the nadir is less than O.1 if Xl > O. 5,
but the relative difference becomes large at small optical thickness. The
intensity of the radiation reflected from the ground towards the zenith is
greater for the Lambert model than for the Fresnel model, unless the sun is
at the zenith. As a result, the Lambert model is brighter towards the nadir
than the Fresnel model, and also brighter the smaller the optical thickness.
The relative difference in the maximum degree of polarization is less than
O. 2 if T1 > O. 5. If the sun is at the zenith, the maximum polarization
occurs near the horizon; then the maximum polarization at any optical
thickness is insensitive to a change from the Lambert to the Fresnel law
of ground reflection. On the other hand, if the sun is near the horizon
as it is when _o = O.1, the relative change in the maximum degree of polar-
ization becomes quite large at small optical thickness. In this case the
maximum degree of polarization occurs near the nadir, since the direction of
the maximum polarization is about 90 ° from the sun. The optical path length
of the atmosphere equals T I sec 6, and it approaches a minimum as the nadir
angle e _ O. As the optical path length in the direction of observation
decreases, the characteristics of the reflected radiation at the ground
assume increasing importance.
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. CONCLUSION
The computations of the albedo at a water surface can be simpli-
fied considerably by making several assumptions. Firsts the multiply
reflected skylight can be neglected. The resulting rel_tlve error in the
albedo is less than five per cent. Second, if the polarization of the
skylight falling on the water is neglected, the resulting relative error
in the total albedo is less than 15 per cent. Third, if the optical
thickness is _l m 0.5 and the solar zenith angle is 00 < 65 °, then
neglect of the roughness of the sea causes a relative error in the albedo
of less than 25 per cent. However, if all three assumptions are made
simultaneously, the relative error in the albedo is less than 25 per cent.
On the other hand, when computations of the positions of the neutral points
are made, only the multiply reflected skylight can be neglected. Dis-
placement of the neutral points from the sun's vertical plane depends on
the reflected sunlight and reflected airlight, e,_n though they contribute
only a small fraction of the intensity of the radiation emerging from the
top of the atmosphere in the vicinity of the neutral points.
The characteristics of commonly used radiation parameters are now
known for both the b_se and the top of the atmosphere of the Fresnel model.
The method that is used in this research to find these parameters can be
applied to a model of a FAyleigh atmosphere and more general ground re-
flection characteristics than those specified by the Fresnel law. Examples
of surface reflection matrices that could be used are those obtained by
Mullamaa 12 for rough sea surfaces. More general atmospheric models of
turbid atmospheres, which contain aerosol _---+_1_q____;are difficult to use.
The polarization characteristics of radiation scattered from a turbid
atmosphere of sufficient optical thickness for multiple scattering to be
9
significant is difficult to compute and has not been done accurately yet.
The application of the results discussed in this report to satellite
observations of the earth has two restrictions. The first is that the
earth's atmosphere is not homogeneous in spherical shells, principally
because dense clouds of condensed water are scattered throughout the tropo-
sphere. 0nly limited portions of the atmosphere can be considered homo-
geneous. Tae second restriction is _z the earth's a+_m_osphere is not
plane-parallel, but spherical° The effect of the sphericity has not been
computed yet.
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